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• Presenter (主讲教师): Ms. Catherine H Yen (胡家兴老师)
Catherine Yen was born in China, grew up in Taipei, and was educated in Taiwan, France and the United States. She received her BA in English, MAs in French and School Counseling, and teaching certificates for ESL, French and Chinese. From 1978, she has been a teacher of ESL, French and Chinese, bilingual counselor, foreign language department chair, and district foreign language mentor teacher. In the professional development field, she has received extensive training in second language acquisition theory, language learning and reading methodology, strategies, assessment and classroom management. She worked in the Bay Area Foreign Language Project, the National Standards for Chinese Language Learning for K-12, the AP Chinese language course and exam Task Force, the Participant’s Manual for AP Chinese Workshops, and the Curriculum Committee for Mandarin Immersion Program in San Francisco Unified School District. Currently she serves as a College Board AP Chinese workshop consultant.

• Abstract (摘要):
The burgeoning of Chinese education in the United States has resulted in increased demand for Chinese learning in K-12 schools and colleges. More Chinese language teachers are needed. Soon after the publication of the National Standards for Foreign Language Learning, the CLASS had gathered some experienced Chinese educators to work on a document that would serve as a guide for teacher recruitment, teacher training and certification. The CLASS Professional Standards describe the knowledge, skills, and teacher dispositions that would help new as well as veteran teachers plan their curriculum effectively, use varied strategies and engage in continued professional development.

• Outline (讲座内容简介):

• Time (讲座时间): 9月 13日（周日） 1:30pm-2:55pm

• Place (讲座地点): Humanities Building #133